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GWC 
DISCLAIMER

Information presented to you through this whitepaper should not be treated as

investment, tax, or, legal advice under any circumstances.

You must seek the most valuable advice from some experienced financial, legal, or

tax professionals to taking the right decision as per your individual situation or

interests.

GWC Group incorporated some blocks of information in this whitepaper to equip

you with key knowledge related to a concept that may be of interest.

The opinions and materials included in this whitepaper are not to be deemed a 

solicitation to sell or purchase any securities.

GWC Group, an undisputed global leader in the domain of luxurious

transportation and forex trading, is a registered organization.

GWC Group reserves all rights.
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INPORTANT  
NOTIC

Export or transmission of this whitepaper or its parts to any nation or territory where

its distribution or dissemination is prohibited or restricted is not permitted.

Any Individual or legal entity that comes into possession of this whitepaper in any form

must observe all relevant legalities or regulatory restrictions they may be subject to.

In addition to this, seeking legal advice In this regard is also necessary. In case you

access this whitepaper by any means and in any form, you agree to be bound by this

condition.

You can seek information in detail about this whitepaper either through visit our website

at w w w. good winco in. com for staking.

Government authorities have not endorsed this whitepaper. Under all kinds of

circumstances, in part or in whole, for any purpose, the prior consent of GWC GROUP

in writing is mandatory for the following:

Reproduction of this Whitepaper Redistribution of this Whitepaper

Publishing of this Whitepaper For passing it on to Anyone

www.goodwincoin.com
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EXECUTIVE  
SUMMERY

GWC is a financial revolution all set to change the way users transact. This 

Binance smart chain blockchain-based multi-utility cryptocurrency is the

initiative of GWC GROUP.

The group is an undisputed leader in the domain of luxurious transportation and

forex trading. The initiative has successfully received funding from many

multibillionaire investors from all parts of the world.

Many prominent fund managers are also associated with the organization. These

fund managers are loaded heavily with the wealth of experience required to deal

with trading in forex.

GWC is being introduced to add a new value to your experience of financial

transactions. In simple words, a reliable process for safe, speedy, and affordable

international transactions without any mediation is the objective of this financial

revolution.
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This decentralized digital currency is actually for addressing

everyday financial issues and needs of everyone. GWC will scale 

new peaks of growth on the basis of the

Following principals:

• All-time availability.

• Worldwide usability.

• Value to everyone.

• GWC and its brand name are registered trademarks.

• We are not just a company. Instead, we are an organization.

• The list of companies involved in the growth of GWC 

includes

but is not limited to the following only:

• Fortune 500 companies.

• Multinational companies.

• Startups. Academics

• Technology vendors with Binance smart chain blockchain.

• Subject matter experts.

• This Binance smart chain blockchain-based cryptocurrency

already has a GWC of 100,000 active worldwide users.

• GWC has been developed for the following purposes:

• To address daily financial needs and relevant issues of users.

• To ensure worldwide circulation of GWC via a diversified

digital financial and commerce network.

• To address critical issues of the cryptocurrency industry.

• For making GWC usable in all parts of the world.

Reputed financial and legal international renowned business entities

will be assigned the responsibility of auditing and managing GWC 

funds and assets' collection and purchase carried out by GWC.
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• Safe, secure, speedy, and cost-effective transactions without

any chargeback.

• Access to money anytime using our secure wallets and other 

applications will be possible.

GWC is fully committed to putting the best foot forward to bring all 

investors, partners, worldwide GWC members, and users to ensure

the following:

Hassle-free usage of GWC in all 
walks of life.

Safe, speedy and decentralized
transfer of cryptocurrency.

Easy exchange.

The facility of
cryptocurrency derosit, withdrawal  

and savings o GWC

The list does not end here only.

The ultimate goal is to cement the GWC as a multi-utility coin 

worldwide.
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A 
CRYPTOCURRENCY

The base of this decentralized digital currency is GWC. The functionality similar to the

functionality of Binance smart chain blockchain is the specialty of this Blockchain-based

asset.

This multi-utility coin can be used for hassle-free exchange of money from one part of the

world to another. Users will not have to worry about any arbitrary limits or central

repositories throughout the process.

G W C can be used in almost every

industry. This is something that makes

this cryptocurrency multi-utility. The list

of Industries it can be used in

includes but is not limited to the

following only:

www.goodwincoin.com



A 
CRYPTOCURRENCY

In simple words, users will be able to use GWC for buying anything. The list includes but is not limited to 

the following only:

As a medium of decentralized transactions, GWC will offer robust functionality to enhance users' 

experience. This will be done as a part of the strategy for growth.

This will include much more than strength, transparency, and security. Given below is the 

list of those additional values:

• Exchangeability and transfer of cryptocurrency.

• Hassle-free payments through our global networks.

• Person-to-person decentralized transactions.

• Transactions in all walks of life.

• Loyalty and reward programs.

❖ Home
❖ Condos
❖ Boats
❖ Cars
❖ Clothing
❖ Electronics
❖ Health & Pet Products
❖ Food
❖ Wine

❖ Accessories
❖ Plane Tickets
❖ Vacations
❖ Tools Musical Instrument
❖ Dating Service
❖ Professional Service
❖ Internet Service
❖ Crypto Gear

www.goodwincoin.com



CRYPTO MINING

www.goodwincoin.com

Crypto mining, also known as cryptocurrency mining, is the process of validating and verifying

transactions on a blockchain network and adding them to the blockchain's public ledger. This

process is performed by powerful computers that solve complex mathematical problems, which

requires a significant amount of computational power and energy.

The primary purpose of crypto mining is to secure the network and ensure the integrity of

transactions within a decentralized system. Miners compete with each other to solve mathematical

problems, and the first miner to find the solution is rewarded with newly minted cryptocurrency

units as well as transaction fees.

In the early days of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, mining could be done using regular CPUs

(Central Processing Units). However, as cryptocurrencies gained popularity and the difficulty of

mining increased, specialized hardware called ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) and

GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) became more commonly used. These devices are designed

specifically for mining cryptocurrencies and are much more efficient at solving the required

mathematical problems.

It's worth noting that the specific mining process and algorithms vary depending on the

cryptocurrency. Bitcoin, for example, uses the SHA-256 algorithm, while Ethereum and many other

cryptocurrencies currently use the Ethash algorithm. Different cryptocurrencies may require

different hardware and mining software.

Crypto mining can be a profitable venture if done correctly, as miners earn rewards in the form of

newly minted coins. However, it's important to consider the costs involved, such as the price of

hardware, electricity consumption, cooling systems, and ongoing maintenance. Mining profitability

is also affected by factors like the cryptocurrency's price, network difficulty, and block rewards.

In recent years, concerns have been raised about the environmental impact of crypto mining due to

its high energy consumption. Some cryptocurrencies and blockchain networks are exploring

alternative consensus mechanisms, such as proof-of-stake (PoS), which require less energy

compared to traditional mining methods.

Before engaging in crypto mining, it's important to research and understand the specific

requirements, costs, and potential returns associated with the cryptocurrency you intend to mine.

It's also crucial to stay updated on the latest trends, regulations, and market conditions, as the

crypto landscape is dynamic and subject to change.



METAVERSE
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GWC on the metaverse refers to collaborative efforts and contributions made by individuals and

groups within a virtual world or immersive digital environment. The metaverse is a concept that

describes a virtual universe where people can interact with each other and digital objects in real-

time.

In the context of the metaverse, GWC work can take various forms, including:

1.Creation and Development: GWC members can contribute to the development of the metaverse

by creating and designing virtual spaces, objects, avatars, or even entire ecosystems. This may

involve coding, 3D modeling, animation, or other creative skills.

2.Social Interaction: Communities can foster social interaction within the metaverse by organizing

events, gatherings, or activities that bring people together. This could include virtual conferences,

concerts, art exhibitions, or gaming tournaments.

3.Governance and Rules: GWC members can participate in establishing and enforcing rules,

guidelines, and governance mechanisms within the metaverse. This may involve discussions,

voting systems, or the creation of community-driven organizations to manage and regulate certain

aspects of the virtual world.

4.Education and Learning: The metaverse can serve as a platform for educational initiatives and

knowledge sharing. GWC members can contribute by organizing workshops, seminars, or classes

to teach skills, share expertise, or facilitate learning experiences for others.

5.Economic Activities: In the metaverse, communities can engage in various economic activities

such as virtual commerce, trading digital assets, or providing services to others. GWC members

can contribute by creating and selling virtual goods, establishing businesses, or offering services

within the virtual economy.

6.Support and Assistance: GWC work in the metaverse can involve helping others, providing

technical support, mentoring newcomers, or creating resources to assist GWC members in

navigating the virtual world.

These are just a few examples of how GWC work can manifest within the metaverse. The nature

and extent of GWC involvement can vary depending on the specific metaverse platform and the

goals and interests of its participants. Collaboration and cooperation among GWC members are

key to creating a vibrant and engaging metaverse environment.



GWC BUSINESS 
ECOSYSTEM

The group is also the issuer of this cryptocurrency based on the Binance smart chain blockchain
protocol.

This is to ensure an ecosystem of business financial applications for the worldwide circulation of GWC.

This decentralized coin has been designed to address holders' daily needs related to financial

transactions.

ECOSYSTEM OF GWC

WALLET
Multi-currency  

GWC Wallet
CUSTODIAL
GWC Vault LOYALTY

GWC Reward  
Program

FOUNDATION
Inclusion of 

Digital Finance, 
Digital

Innovation, and
Wildlife

GWC
Credit card and 

Debit Card and 

Worldwide transfer 

of Money

GWC
Banking Instruments,
Products and Service

& Platforms for Digital 
Banking

AN INTERNATIONAL  
DIGITAL FINANCIAL 

PLATFORM
Multi-fold biometric 

security fingerprints, Voice 
Recognition and Facial ID
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GWC BUSINESS 
ECOSYSTEM

In simple words, this multi-utility coin will add value to the financial transaction-

related experience of users. It will change the way people transact these days.

Strategically developed financial and commercial partnerships make it a multi-utility

coin that offers more value to holders. This is the value users usually do not get from

other cryptocurrencies.

It is mainly because GWC allows holders to access the following within its ecosystem:

• Access to the platform.

• Access to the benefits.

• Access to discounts and other things.

GWC COMPONENTS ACCESSIBLE TO COIN HOLDERS:

The group has successfully identified strong reasons for the existence of GWC. This is

a huge reason why all components explained below are an essential part of the GWC

ecosystem.

SPEED
Transactions beyond
geographical boundaries
get completed in 9 seconds
only. Therefore, the
receiver does not have to
wait for days to receive
their money.

ACCESS/MOBILITY:
No need to carry any cash or credit debit
cards for payments at shops, or malls. 
Restaurants, hospitals, airports, 
train/bus terminals, etc. GWC a multi-
utility decentralized financial 
convenience can be trusted for digital 
payment and high-quality financial
experience like never before.
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LOW TRANSACTION FEE AND ZERO CHARGEBACK:
This is another key benefit for GWC holders. All
local and international transactions using GWC will
be cost-effective for all users. No chargeback will be
levied for any transaction

INTERNATIONAL USE: This Binance smart chain
blockchain-based cryptocurrency is mainly for
marking international transactions as a positive
experience for everyone. Users do not have to wait
and abide by any limitations to carry out transactions
internationally. International transactions using GWC
are cost-effective

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY: Since GWC group is
Binance smart chain blockchain, all transactions are
safe.
Integration of cryptocurrency makes Binance smart
chain blockchain fully reliable for transactions. This
is a huge reason why GWC is safe and reliable.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY:
GWC is a Binance smart chain blockchain-based
open-source cryptocurrency. The list of benefits of
this distributed ledger technology includes but is not
limited to record-keeping or cryptocurrency
transactions, creation of blocks, validation of
transactions, and broadcasting the addition of
records in a ledger to every node available on the
network.

NO MEDIATION:
Governments and financial institutions like banks
never become part of transactions at any level.
This results in speedy, decentralized, and cost-
effective transactions.

www.goodwincoin.com



WHAT IS 
GOOD WIN COIN?
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GOOD WIN COIN has been designed and developed to be of use in all walks of life

worldwide. All of the benefits will be available to all registered APG users. Given 

below is the list of main benefits they will enjoy:

• A foundation.

• Multilanguage support.

• Multi-currency exchange.

• Cryptocurrency/FIAT international bank.

• Worldwide money transfers.

• Vault.

• Digital Wallet

• Access to MFS (Mobile Financial System) for making payments using GWC in

all walks of life.

This facility also includes the use of debit and credit cards to help users use GWC in

all walks of life worldwide.

GWC USERS WILL NOT HAVE THE FOLLOWING:

• Any kind of representation.

• Property.

• Rights.

• Revenues.

• Equity.

• Any type of values in any of GOOD WIN COIN's business ecosystem entities.

• Partner companies.

They can use this cryptocurrency only for making payments for something in all

walks of life worldwide.

MULTI-UTILITY COIN?
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COINOMICS

The GWC COIN is a BEP 20 COIN that will be used in the BitShares ecosystem.

BitShares is a decentralized exchange that allows for the trading of COINs and

assets. GWC will be used to pay transaction fees on the BitShares

network and to reward holders of the BitShares Decentralized Exchange

COIN (BTSR) for voting on proposals.

Ticker Good WIN COIN

Type Utility-COIN

Coin standard BEP20

Accepted currencies BNB, BUSD, USDT

Coin Supply 7.5 Crore

www.goodwincoin.com



MARKETING AND 
COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT  
15%

COINOMICS

OPAN SUPPLY 10%

STAKING PROGRAM
30%

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

12%

GLOBAL KING  
PROJECT 30%

ICO
PROJECT 3%
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Why GWC?

GOOD WIN COIN ICO

We have been making our best possible to research, prepare and
develop multiple components and strategies responsible for the
design of GOOD WIN COIN cryptocurrency and its launch and growth. 
We have created this cryptocurrency with the objective of
transforming the way people transact these days.
GOOD WIN COIN is a unique and innovative asset-backed
cryptocurrency combined with blockchain technology and a wide
range of physical assets.

www.goodwincoin.com



It is a cryptocurrency developed to help users access their

cryptocurrencies and FIAT currencies anytime and from any part of

the world. In this way, GWC helps deal with the most critical issue

related to the worldwide adoption of cryptocurrency.

The group has decided to accomplish a number of key issues with it. 

This is why the continued development of this decentralized coin 

and relevant apps will be important for the following:

• To back the GWC ecosystem.

• To underwrite the universality of GWC.

GWC business ecosystem is fully scalable, professional, and

independently managed with the following:

• A portfolio of diverse asset types.

• A digital banking platform.

The list does not end here only. All these things collectively add a new value to the

value of GWC. Its usage and market demand for routine transactions in everyday

life could be the reasons.

Since it is always likely to be an asset-backed decentralized coin, its market value

will depend on time.

The rest of the things about GWC have been specified 1n this whitepaper.
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As far as the rest of the proceeds from the ICO are concerned, the ICO sale 

Includes funds for the following:

• Management.

• Operations.

• Technology development. Marketing and promotion.

• General Information purpose.

• Funds for global legacy.

• Funds for inclusion foundation.

All the funds raised through this ICO will help us the goals specified below:

• Fight poverty.

• Continue activities related to the technological development of GWC

• COIN business ecosystem.

• The development of GWC. Running marketing campaigns to promote

worldwide acceptance of GWC.

All this will help spread brand awareness effectively among our targeted users. The

transparency of smart contracts will help make funds auditable. All of the annual 

reports produced will be fully in compliance with the following:

• GWC's corporate policies.

• Regulatory issues governing operations.

• Regulations governing cryptocurrencies.
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FULL PROOF 
SECURITY

Multi-factor biometric authentication model is the base of GWC security protocols.

This is to make sure hackers do not get even a single point to attack.

We are committed to ensuring role-based access to the system for all of the

registered GWC users.

This is why every user’s access to the system will be authorized, authenticated, and

logged.

A team of heavily experienced security professionals will be deployed for continuous

autonomous monitoring of logs.

The team will also actively take countermeasures based on AML Integrations for

blocking access of suspect users.

Implementations of security protocols will help ensure secure mobile access for

users. Moreover, our system will become easy to use for our registered users.

GWC GROUP is committed to developing GWC ecosystem applications to ensure

highly secure access.

Partners will help ensure cyber security systems based on artificial intelligence. The

end-to-end rotation system will also be an essential part of the security system.
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This is to keep all types of sensitive data encrypted. The use of end-to-end rotation

SHA algorithms will play an important role.

All sensitive transactions will be verified through fingerprints, facial recognition, and

a voice recognition system.

KYC, MSB, AML, timely backups, and contingency plans will also be an essential part

of the security process.

Cold storage solutions, multi-signature wallets, and online/offline auditing of

security will also play a key role in making GWC ecosystem applications secure.

All this will mainly ensure direct access to cryptocurrencies and blockchains to carry

out transactions.

Another important thing all users will get is cross-platform support for 1OS/ Android

and web apps as a part of the security process.

The group will do everything to make sure that the security measures incorporated in

apps continue up-gradation in the future also.

As a part of the GWC ecosystem security process, some more key

things will be ensured. For example:

• EQUAL PARTICIPATION:

GWC believes in the fair distribution of COIN.

The price of GWC will remain stable during the ICO campaign. This is to make sure

that a greater number of small-level investors do not take most of the offer. GWC is

making efforts to get GWC listed on major global exchanges for the promotion of coin

circulation.

This will ensure more number of countries and marketplaces for GWC. More

importantly, holders will have access to the COIN.

The initial price of GWC at the exchange will be the same as the presale/lCO.
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•TEAM OWNERSHIP:

GWC will retain at least half the number of GWCS issued. Meaning, the team
will retain a 50% ownership stake.
The duration of this lockup period will be at least one year after the completion
of GWC ICO for the distribution of COIN to the team.
This is to ensure that our team gets the flow of money to keep the system
updated and up & running without any hassles in the future.

•TRANSPARENCY:

GWC will deploy a team of experts dedicated to answering questions and
providing feedback to customers about GWC, coin sales, and its use on multiple
platforms/forums.
The list of GWC social media platforms for marketing and communication
includes Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, Telegram, Linkedin, Medium, e-
mail, YouTube, Line, GitHub, Discord, etc...
English and customers' local languages will be the main modes of
communication. In this way, all GWC users will be able to learn about any
unforeseen changes, modifications, updates, and other issues on our website. 
All investors and registered or potential users can use our website to learn
about our company's website.

• TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

We have already stated our terms & conditions in this whitepaper. Every GOOD 
WIN COIN ecosystem application/platform will comply with an appropriate code
of conduct. This is necessary for complying with all kinds of local and
international regulations.
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All GWC users and transactions will have to comply with KYC/ AML regulations.

GWC GROUP has a compliance team to make everything complies with the law and

regulations.

It is mandatory for all GWC users and investors to know about the following in 

advance:

• Regional restrictions.

• No advice.

• Limitations of liability.

• Forward-looking statements and cautionary notes.

• No representations by you.

• No warranties.

• coin Sales Risk.

• The company risks.

His contribution to the growth and success of NFX, Bloom Drive, and Ensoft should

not be underestimated.

All in all, he has proved himself, his abilities, dedication, services, and expertise

continuously since 2008. The award of the Best Financial Services Provider, 

Political and Public Life Awards in 2004, 2008, 2010, 2014, and 2004 speaks

volumes in this regard.
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NEXT FOREX

NEXT Forex is building financial strength and businesses and Individuals from all

parts of the world need growth. Since 2005, the organization has also been

connecting traders to currency markets worldwide.

NEXT Forex is on a mission to serve clients with the best digital forex solutions. The

following are the specifications of these solutions:

Fulfill small forex investment requirements Offers value for retail clients. 

Focus on long-term-fruitful cooperation with clients, partners, and employees.

The Next Forex team focuses on transparent communication as of principal

importance to ensure long-term financial growth for clients.

This is how NEXT Forex leads businesses and individuals to the top of their financial

growth and goals.
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Like said earlier, NEXT Forex unlocks financial growth and independence using the 

transparency of communication and lets them make the most of the following to 

achieve financial growth:

• FX trading.

• Investment in Futures.

• Investment in Indices.

• Investment in energies and metals.

• Best bids and offers.

• Quick execution of orders at the current market prices.

• Single-click trading.

• Trading styles/strategies free of restrictions.

They have a special range of products specifically designed and developed to help 

businesses achieve financial independence through trading in the following domains 

with spreads and margins that are highly competitive:

FOREX

COMMODITIES

SPOT METALS

CFDS
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The organization makes it possible with feature-rich and affordable Standard, 

Premium, and Executive trading accounts. The organization is also held in high

esteem worldwide for providing trustworthy and useful market analytics for hassle-

free financial trading in all domains.

The list includes but is not limited to the following only:

• PIP and profit calculator.

• Economic and central bank calendar.

• Forex/market news.

• FX Charts and currency indices.

• Market settlements, market signals, and market sentiments.

This is how NFX has proven to be the best financial technology vendor businesses

stepping into the domain of decentralized finance needs for growth.

GWC is the best example of it. This decentralized financial technology solution has

come to life in just March 2020. The organization has already managed the

development of more than 100,000 worldwide GWC users.

The organization has declared the development of many more things for its target

market. The credit goes to the financial solutions and platforms designed, 

developed, and provided by NEXT Forex.
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ROADMAP

3 Quarter 2023

• Launching of ‘GOOD WIN COIN’.
• Project of GLOBAL KING.
• ICO Launching.
• Listing on coinmarketycap.
• Staking program.4 Quarter 2023

• Pancake swap
• Exchange

1 Quarter 2024

• Gaming projects.
• White paper audit

2 Quarter 2024

• NFT projects.
• Blockchain
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MARKET SIZE

According to fortune business insight, the global crypto market was 

expected to be $ 1.758 trillion by 2027, however, by the latest 

figures from coin market cap the market size is already $ 1.8 trillion 

by March 2021

The global cryptocurrency market is expected to grow by 32% 

from 2020 to 2024.
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MANAGEMENT & 
GOVERNMENT

Highly experienced and qualified professionals from different industries are

essential to the GOOD WIN COIN management team.

The list includes but does not end with the following only:

• Banking.

• Entrepreneurship.

• Finance.

• Startups.

• Economic planning.

• Marketing and digital marketing.
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MANAGEMENT & 
GOVERNMENT

Professionals having proven and extensive experience in the following domains are

dedicated and committed to providing high-quality and unstoppable support to

this team.

The list of those professionals includes but is not limited to the following:

• Finance. Legal.

• Investment field-competent c level executives.

• Accountability.

• Auditing.

• Compliance.

• Regulatory Banking.

• Monetary Authorities.

• Services. Policies.
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All of the members of this support team are heavily experienced in the domain of

corporate development operations and governance.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM:

GOOD WIN COIN GROUP has already invested an ocean of resources on our

development team.

The team is fully committed to the improvement and generation of the following for 

GOOD WIN COIN:

• An outstanding ecosystem.

• State-of-the-art technology value.

This team passionate about the industry necessarily Includes but is not limited to the 

following only:

• Technology experts and vendors.

• Experienced management experts.

• Digital media specialists.

• Programming professionals.

• Graphic designers.

• Monetary experts

• e Economists.

• Blockchain developers.

• Managers/Fund managers.

MANAGEMENT TEAM:

Out-of-the-box thinkers having a clear vision, management, and leadership skills help

organizations record unprecedented success on the business front.

This is why we have decided to trust the most experienced professionals at every level.
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This management team will be divided into three different parts specified below:

THE CORE TEAM:

At least 20 management-level members will be part of this team.

All of them will add value to the project using the wealth of their invaluable

experience, project management skills, and knowledge base.

They will mainly have experience related to the fields/industries already specified in

the previous point.

All 20 members in this part of the team will be heavily experienced finance and

ecosystem advisors and consultants.
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Good win con

Good win con

Good win con
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All of our third-party partners are committed to adding value to the research and

innovation for the industry through their passion.

This is why they are developing systems, applications, and innovations for the

growth of the cryptocurrency industry.

• LOYALTV PROGRAM:

We are likely to provide GWC wallet to all of our valuable user bases spread

worldwide. The purpose is to help GWC users make use of GWC and FIAT currencies

available in their GWC wallets in all walks of life with ease.

This is how our worldwide user base will earn rewards for transacting using a GWC 

wallet account. Users can spend their cryptocurrency or FIAT money available in

accounts in and out of the business platform and even through market alliances.

This will help them get their reward points passively credited to their account as a 

part of the GWC loyalty program.

• SAFETY OF APG FUNDS:

GWC employees do not believe in accessing anyone’s wallet. This is their way of

adding value to the experience of GWC users.

GWC is stored in the wallets of users and automatically controlled with the use of

smart contracts.

All funds are transferred to the wallet address specified or created by the payment

receiver. This happens after the completion of the coin sale.

Therefore, the GWC team does not get access to the unique client wallets.

They cannot even perform transfers from these wallets.

GWC has been generated automatically. Confirmation of receipt of funds to a

campaign's smart contract is another way.

This is how GWC is protected from fraud and backs all GWC using a real monetary

value.
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• SAFETY OF USERS:

GWC GROUP will leave no stone unturned to ensure users access a state-of-the-art

biometric security system. The purpose of this security system is to prevent

unauthorized access to their GWC wallet.

We will not store access credentials on our website or servers. We specifically do not

do so using hashing for quick login.

Therefore, keeping users’ security in mind, we will offer them the 

following three options:

• Password storage in the wallet.

• Storage of wallet on our platform.

• Deletion of password for security reasons.

As far as links to users' profiles on social media platforms, emails, and other contact

information are concerned, only you will be able to see them.

No third party or unauthorized users will have access to this

key information.

GWC systems and infrastructure are regularly supervised and verified. The objective

is to make the systems and infrastructure do their job to perfection.

All of the verification procedures conducted could possibly result in the collection, 

recording, and analysis of the data about our clients, our systems receive, transmit

and store.

In case something illegal is noticed during the verification process, the information

could possibly be shared with the local authorities for further investigation.

Therefore, you are advised to go through the Security section of our whitepaper for

seeking detailed information about GWC Group's security plans.

www.goodwincoin.com



• CONFIDENTIALITY:

Our system will record and encrypt every single transfer users make. GWC wallet

accounts of all users registered on our platform will also be encrypted.

The association of GWC wallets with users' profiles will be limited to a large extent.

Only the cryptocurrency development team will be able to associate wallets with the

users registered on our platform.

This will help resolve disputes and cater to the information requirements of users.

GOOD WIN COIN GROUP is committed to safeguarding all personal information of

users using full-proof encryption methods/practices. This includes the protection of 

Email Ids, passwords, and let Ids.

This protects GWC users against issues like hacking and data leaks. Even in the
worst-case scenario, users' information, passwords, and wallets will not get affected. 

There are two reasons for It:

• No access to the data is possible.

• No money transfer is possible.

GWC GROUP will not share the personal information of users with any third party. 

However, if needed, we may share users' personal information with law

enforcement authorities legally.

GWC GROUP does not control these third-party affiliates or

companies/organizations like intermediate banks or prepaid card service providers.

The information given is according to an agreement. The information provided is

fully confidential and could be put to use or processed only for providing the service.

Therefore, you are requested to visit our website for reading our policies in detail.

• LEGAL GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE:

GWC GROUP has secured legal and compliance expertise.

www.goodwincoin.com



Coin. It is a utility coin. Additional burns and reward systems, such as yield

farming/staking, airdrops, and NFT drops, are being considered and will be

implemented into the coinomics of GWC Coin. Career Trading Coin Version.2 Coin

Network plans on becoming.

A Blockchain enterprise specifically designed for global payments. GWC coin is a

fully decentralized ecosystem with peer-to-peer transactions developed on the

Binance smart chain blockchain. GWC initially ran on the Binance smart chain

blockchain with Binance Standard but has since become the native coin of the GOOD

WIN COIN.

A Deflationary asset and stable COIN with

dumping protections and monetary incentives for holding is the goal of Good Win

Coin.

www.goodwincoin.com

INTRODUCTION OF 
GOOD WIN COIN 

(GWC)



GWC IS SAFE

By buying GWC coins, you not only get a smart digital currency but you have also

unintentionally or intentionally become a part of something great. Something great

is the new economic boom of the digital smart coin network on the Blockchain

ecosystem.

Unlike most physical currencies, the digital-currency is issued according to fixed

rules. The real idea behind the GWC coin was to create a digital currency with a

value that couldn’t be monopolized or controlled by any central authority. The sooner

this rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the GWC coin

against various networks of service. The true value and beneficiary of using our smart

coin is to be able to reap direct benefits without having to share with any

intermediaries.

www.goodwincoin.com



DEVELOPMENT  
TEAM

The group is completely dedicated to the Improvement and age of the companying for

GWC. Software development teams work together to build a technical project or

product. GOOD WIN COIN Every person on the development team plays a part in

making this happen and should be held accountable for their work. The group is

complete.

dedicated to the Improvement and age of the Company. The system runs smoothly

across the Globe while providing full-proof data security. Thanks to Blockchain

infrastructure, every single node in the system has its own unique identity. Blockchain

technology increases security and speeds up the exchange of information in a way

that is cost-effective and more transparent.

www.goodwincoin.com



MISSION & VISION

VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT

In our journey to achieve this vision, we are redefining how money is

being moved, spent, and invested and Binance smart chain blockchain

Blockchain Technology by designing beautiful, simple, and useful

financial services that have a lasting, positive impact on people's lives.

www.goodwincoin.com



COMMUNITY

Here we maintain some technology that we are using in developing the

system. GWC GWC o has been deciding to use various Binance smart

chain blockchains to build all systems for Smooth and faster

performance. Our GWC keeps growing every day. Please join our social

platforms to get updates. Our short- and medium-term objectives are to

create the best platform in the market. We believe we can Accomplish

this feat by developing a decentralized platform that is a unique blend of

Modern Blockchain Technology.

www.goodwincoin.com



COIN will increase

TRANSPARENCY

GOOD WIN

Transparency in Transactions by
providing detailed and real-time logs of

all transactions. We will be as

transparent as possible while remaining

competitive.

WHY CHOOS US?

GWC DRIVEN

Making money is good, but making

money together is even better. We

choose to share our success with the

world to enhance the living standards of

communities, your families, and your

bank accounts.

www.goodwincoin.com



EXCHANGE LIST

www.goodwincoin.com



COMING SOON

www.goodwincoin.com



ICO OFFERING

www.goodwincoin.com



THANKS!

GOOD WIN COIN is a fully decentralized ecosystem of

peer-to-peer Transactions Developed on Binance smart chain 

blockchain.

www.goodwincoin.comsupport@goodwincoin.com

Contract Address : 
0xe964497a25d54bbafdacc3458f32c0dacd59d49b
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